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DIFFUSION IN OXIDES OF THE FIRST TRANSITION SERIES METALS

A Atkinson

ABSTRACT

The elements of the first transition series form oxides which

display a wide variety of defect-related phenomena such as

non-stoichiometry and diffusion. Many of these oxides have been studied

extensively in recent years; partly because of their intrinsic interest

and partly because they are important technologically (e.g. In high

ttmperature oxidation, catalysis etc.).

In this paper the current aprr.ciation of diffus'on processes in

some of these oxides is reviewed in terms of the defects vhich are

believed to be responsible for diffusion and their energies of

formation, migration and interaction_- Particular emphasis is given to

the large contribution made to this field Dy N L Peterson and his

co-workers.

The specific materials considered are TiO 2, Cr203, MnO, FeO, Fe304,

Fe 2 0 3 , CoO, NiO and Cu20.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Fig. 1 The crystal structure of TiO2 (rutilo) viewed parallel to the
c axis. One of the channels containing potential interstitial
sites Is indicated.

Fig. 2 Tracer diffusion of Co, Fe, Ti and Sc parallel to the c
direction in TiO 2 as a function of a0 at 11000C IOOOOC for

Fe). The indicat1d slopes Zf n --0.5 and n a -0.20
correspond to Tii and Ti1  defects respectively (refs. 6,
12 and 13).

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram indicating how fast diffusion of certain
impurities along the c-direction in TiO 2 probably occurs by a
mixture of interstitialcy and direct interstitial jusrps.

Fig. 4 Comparison between the measured and calculated enthalpies of
motion for cation vacancy self-diffusion in the rocksalt
oxides.

Fig. 5 Arrhenius plots at constant So (except for FeO) of oxygen2
tracer self-diffusion in the rocksalt oxides (refs. 30-33).

Fig. 6 The dependence of oxygen tracer coefficient on oxygen activity
in FeO and CoO (refs. 31 and 34).

Fig. 7 Arrhenius plot of the diffusion coefficient of iron vacancies
and interstitials in Fe3 04 . The extent of uncertainty is
partly due to experiment and partly due to the range of
possible correlation factors which are consistent with the
experiments (ref. 24).

Fig. 8 Arrhenius plot at constant a0 2 (= 1) of the tracer diffusion

coefficient of Fe parallel to the c-direction in Fe20 3. The
two data sets of Hoshino and Peterson are for crystals trom
different sources (refs. 51-53).

Fig. 9 The thermoelectric power of sintered Cr203 as a function of
a0 . The n to p transition is complqte within 7 days at

1247C, but the reverse transition wili not take place unless
the temperature is raised to 15000C (ref. 58).

Fig. 10 Tracer diffusion of Cr parallel to the c-direction in Cr203 as'

a function of a02. The indicated values of n = +0.188 or

n = -0.188 are expected for diffusion by vacancies or
interstitials respectively according to the shmple defect
model (refs. 60 and 61).

Fig. 11 Tracer diffusion of Cu and oxygen in Cu20 as a function of
oxygen activity. The indicate,! slopes are for a simple model
in which Cu diffuses by singly charged vacancies and oxygen by
singly charged interstitials (refs. 62 and 63).

Fig. 12 Tracer diffusion of Ni and 0 in the lattice, along
dislocations and along grain boundarie !±.. NiO.a(, 2 = I for NI

and 0.2 for 0 (r~is. 68.69 and 7).
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1. Introduction

The oxides of the first transition series metals exhibit a wide

range of interesting properties e.g. electronic, magnetic, chemical etc.

They have therefore been studied widely; sometimes because they have

technologically useful propertes (e.g. fist ion conductors, catalysts,

corrosion resistant barriers) and sometimes because they are of

fundamental interest. The interesting prop,3rties have their origin in

the unfilled electronic 3d shell of the metal ion. The relative ease

with which electrons can be removed or added to some of thes, ions means

that they can often exist in a number of valence states giving rise to a

potentially large number of oxide phases which themselves deviate from

exact stoichiometry by an amount depending on the thermodynamic activity

of oxygen with which they are equilibrated, a0 . The deviation from

stoichiometry has a large influence on diffusion in such oxides and it

is the relationship between the two which is the subject of this review.

Since it is this relationship, expressed in terms of crystal defects,

which is at the heart of understanding diffusion, the experiments ich

are of most direct interest are measurements of deviation from

stoichiometry and tracer diffusion coefficients; particularly *a a

function of a02. These are supported, however, by other less direct

measurements which are also related to the crystal defects and their

motion such t,: isotope effect, electrical conductivity, thermoelectric

power and cheAical diffusion. In a straightforward ideal case all such

experiments may be rationalised in terms of a model for the point defect

populations in the crystal, characterised by parameters describing their

energies of formation and motion which are in agreement with theoretical

predictions based on atomistic calculations. This goal has not yet been

realised for a transition metal oxide.

The range of materials covered in this review has been restrictPd

to only a small representative selection of the large number potenttallv

encompassed by the title. Those included are TiO 2 Cr2 0, nO, FeO,

Fe3 0 Fe2 03 , CoO, NiO and Cu 20. For each oxide the current

understanding of its defect structure a"d diffusion properties will ,o

summarised and attention drawn to those aspects .hich ar" unreso lved ir

- -



inconsistent. Finally, we briefly consider fast diffusion along

dislocations and grain boundaries.

2. Theoretical backarauod

The theoretical treatment of point defects in ionic crystals has

be.i sumarised by Lidiard (11 and Krdger (21. A survey of the

Olication of these Ideas to oxides up to 1972 has been given by

Kofstad [3). The approach, which has now become standard in the field,

is to vrite defect reactions in an analogous way to chemical reactions

and apply 'mass action lava' to relate their concentrations at

equilibrium. In the case of transition metal oxides the

oxidation/reduction reactions tend to dominate and it Is therefore

convenient to write the defect formation reactions in that form. An

example of an oxidation reaction for an oxide MO is

102 -V +'' 0 x + 2h (1)

and of a reduction reaction

MO - + 2e' + 02  (2)

In this paper the free energy change of such reactions will be referred

to as the energy of formation of the appropriate lattice defect, gf.

The mass action equations corresponding to these reactions are strictly

written in terms of chemical activities of the defects (e.g. {V ! hut

these are usually approximated by the defect concentration expressel i

a molecular fraction (e.g. [V tI) of the oxide assumed to have it

conventional stoichiometric formula. The equilibrium constanc for the

defect-forming reaction is then related to the standard free onerg "

formation by

gf = hf - Tsf = - k T In K

In an isotropic lattice, the tracer diffusion ,.ef i,in , " . .

by [1)



D* =-f r r2  (4)

where r is the Jump frequency and r the jump distance. f is the

correlation factor which accounts for the non-random motion of the

tracer and is characteristic of the lattice and diffusion mechanism.

for a vacancy mechanism in an fcc or bce lattice of lattice constant a0

equation (4) becomes

D* a 2 v f IV) (5)

where w is the rate of exchange between a vacancy and a neighbouringo

ion. Hence the diffusion coefficient of the vacancy is

D a 2 w

fv D 0

Since the jump Is thermally activated over a free energy barrier the

jump frequency is related to the vibrational freqency u by

v0 a U exP (s/k) exp (- hI/kT) (6)

where s and he are the entropy and enthalphy of notion of the defect.

Application of mass action to reactions such as (I) and (2) when

combined with the condition for overall electrical neutrality predicts

that defect concentrations are simple functions of oxygen activity of

the type

(defi a ,0 n

and n is a characteristic of the defect. If only one defect is

significant then the deviation from stoichlometry, x. Is thus

proportional to ao. to the power nx . Similarlv both Plertrlcal

conductivity and diffusion are expected to obey sch A relationhi;'

charectarised by exponents n. and n. respectively In prarctir,. 'h1%

simple behaviour is seldom found which implies the influ..n-e of ,1T

defects and/or interactions between the domirant dfot' Tn M..

- siamiamm JHIm~iHMSill



cormon interaction which in invoked is the association of two defete of

opposite effective charge on neighbouring sites (e.g. the trapping of a

hole near a mital ion vacancy).

Techniques to calculate the characteristic energies of the defects

have been developed and applied in some of the oxides discussed here

(e.g. Nackrodt (41). The parameters.vhich are usually calculated are

internal energy changes at T a OK and constant volume which &hould be

approximately equal to enthalpy changes at constant pressure (L.e. hf

and hI). To enable actual defect consentrations and diffusion rates to

be calculated (rather than only their activation energies) techniquer

are also being developed to estimate the entropy ctanges, sf and

3. TIO (rutile)

3.1 Self diffusion in TiO,

Rutile is oxygen deficient and is conventionally given t -" formula

TIO2-x' This non-stoichiometric rutile is an n-type semicon1:-tor with

the dominant defects being titanium interstitials and/or oxvgon

vacancies. The departure from stoichiometry, x, is very small at

a02 1, but increases with decreasing &0 (a typical value I-Ing 10

at 1000C and a 10- 1i 131). Under more reducing conditio- extended
02

defects (shear planes) are formed; these will not he discuss,' Ir.

Tracer diffusion of TL in TIO2 has been studied recentl, .. Hoshino

et &1 (61. They find that diffusion is typically 50% faster

perpendicular to the c axis than parallel to it. (A projecti " f th.

rutile structure viewed parallel to the c axis is Fhown in F;. 7i"*

also find that DTi behaves in a similar way to x in that it . .

a 0 decreases (Fig 2) which indicates that titautum Interstil S at.

the importqnt defects on the Ti sublattice. Simplo def..tr , ., I:

which either Ti or V 0 are dominant predict the *xposixt
i 0

equation 7) for TI diffusion, n , should be - 020 or - U

p., ____________e___________m____



respectively. In practice the experimental results give n close to

- 0.20, thus sugesting that Ti 4 s the defect which is slso mainly

responsible for noustoicniometry. However, plots of log x and log u

versus log a0  (31 show distinct curvature and significant deviationO2 4

from the values n. w n a - 0.20 which would be expected if only Ti

and compensating electrons need to be considered.

*

Hoshino at al attempted to rationalise DTi in terms of defect

models that had been suggested earlier to account for weasurements of x

and u. They specifically tried three models; one with Ti and Ti a
I i

second with Ti " and ". and a third with T i , Ti a end V0 * They

found that all three models could be made to fit the data, but the

second and third gave zero or negative values of h for motion of the

interstitial and therefore are not physically acceptable.

Paynaud and Morin [7] have considered some of the pitfalls which

my be encountered in fitting defect models to experimental data. They

conclude that in the case of TiO2 the defect Ti4 is a necessary feature

of an acceptable model; a condition which is satisfies by all three

models considered by Hoshino et al. Ait-Younes et al (8,9] con:luded

from electromigration and chemical diffusion studies that Ti3  is the

dominant defect in TiO2 at 10500C which is in agreement with the model

favoured by the diffusion studies.

Thus the best model for point defect:i in Ti0 2 appears to be that
3.

originally pr6posed 1,y Blumenthal et al (10] in which Ti.i dominate at

low temperatures and Ti at high temperatures. The defect parameters

are sumarised in Table 1 (the enthalpy of motion for the oxygen vacancy

is based on measur-ments of D in impurity-dominated conditions [111.oxy
The structure of T. , (Fig I) shows channels parallel to The c-axis

which could suppor iirect interstitial motion, in which -asp D

parallel to c woul be much greater than D perpendicular to c. The

fact that D < in reality shows that the interstlti.ils - mul,

by an interstitia mechanism. From Fig I the ratt i.. of i t ila rnT



to c and perpendicular to c from an l.nterstitialcy Jump is c/ and herce

D / ( ) 2 , 0.42 which is close to the measured value.

3.2 Impurity diffusion in TO 2

Peterson and Sasaki 112, 13] have measured tracer diffasion of a

selection of impurities both parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis.

They discovered that both the rate and anisotropy of diffusion vary

greatly with the impurity. For example, Zr diffuses slowly and D is

slightly lass than D,, an for Ti. On the other hand Co diffuses very

**rapidly and the amaotropy is very different D being much greater (by

about 10 3 ) than D*. Some of the experimental data for Sc, Fe and Co are

compared with DTi ia FiS 2. The similar dependence of D on a0 2 for Sc,

Ti and Fe (for a0  < 10- ) shows that the Ti interstitial defecto2

participates in the diffusion of the Impurities.

This general behaviour may be understood qualitatively in the

following way, if it is assumed that the lower the valency of the ion

the more easily can It make direct interstitial jumps. Thus the

tetravalent and trivalent ions (Zr 4  and Sc 3 ) diffuse by an

intarstitlalcy mechanism alone (like Ti itself). The divalent ions

(Fe 2 and Co 2), however, diffuse br a mixture of interstitialcy jumps

and much faster direct interstitial Jumps along the channels parallel to

the c-axis. This process is illustrated schematicall; in Fig.3. The* * -3

sudden decrease in D and D as a rises above about 10 could
Co Fe 0 2

perhaps be caused by the oxidation of these ions to the trivalent

state (121.

4. NiO, CoO, MnO and FeO

These oxid-is all have the rocksalt crystal structure and are cat icr

deficient; conventionally written Mlx 0. Cation %arnancie., peneratel

according to equation (1), are responsible for the deviation from

stoichlometry which increases in the order NiO, CoO, MnO antd V,,C. Vitr,



has been a great deal of work carried out on the properties of these

oxides and several reviews have appeared recently (14, 15, 161. These

will not be reiterated here, but some of the main conclusions regarding

the most appropriate point defect parameters and the interactions

between point defects will be examined.

4.1 Point defects and cation self diffusion

Paterson and Wiley (17] have recently compiled and analysed data

for x, DNi and r for NtO which they fitted to a model which nilows V.
Ni

and VNit together with compensating holes. The two types of defect are

required because the exponent n is found to vary witai a0 and T between

the limits of 0.167 and 0.25 which would be expected if only VNi or

VNi' need be considered. Similar defect models based cn x and i had

been developed earlier by Koel and Gellings (18) and Farhi and

Petot-Ervas 119]. The model of Koel and Gellings wis also found to be

consistent with D in pure and Al-doped NiO [201. The defect

parameters produced by these various models are summarised it Table

All the models have the comon feature that singly charged vacancies are

dominant, but doubly charged vacancies make a significant contribution

at high T and low a 0 Despite this similarity the parameters for theO2 "

different models show wide variation. This is particularly apparent for

h in the two models of Peterson and Wiley. both of which give equally

good fits to the experimental data. Peterson and Wiley eventually

favour model A on the grounds that when combined with chemical diffusion

data It gives a slightly more acceptable correlation factor for n~rko,

self-diffusion than either model B or that of Koel and Collings

However, this is probably not a reliable vay of distlnguishing tetwpee

different models since it is based on the synthesis )f different

measurements on a range of specimens from different sources :! i

probably more meaningful to compare the different models oTn thO ih'kIS

their physical plausibility. First. consider the energv ,f .--

between the doubly charged vacancy and a hole to form a l,

vacancy. Since the coulomb interaction between V,4 '3i 'I

attractive the enthalpy change for the association ro,'c ti



Ah U hf (VNI') - hf (VNI') (a

is expected to be negative. All the models for NIO sa,':fy tlis

criterion. Furthermore, atomistic calculations [21) suggest thAt in all

these oxides AhA w - 0.5 eV. The model of Peterson and Wiley gives

fbA a -1.87 eV, which id an extremely strong interaction energy. The

model of Koel and Cellings (AhA * - 1.J8 eV) is more acceptable from

this point of view. Secondly, the large difference in h for the singly

charged and doubly charged vacancies In Peterson and Wiley model A im

unexpected since the hole has a such higher mobility tha.i the vacancy

and is unlikely to require complete dissociatin from the vacancy to

allow the vacancy to jump (which is what model A Implies). On this

basis it would seem that the model of Koel and Gellings (Table 2a)

represents the best compromise between a fit to the experimental data

and reasonable parameter values.

The results of atomistic calculations of the energies for cre tion

and migration of cation vacancies in NiO are shown in Table 3 and may be

compared with the corresponding enthalpies deduced from the experiments

(Table 2). The level of agreement between theory and experiment can

only be described as fair; the calculated formation energies (2.2 and

1.5 %V) being somewhat less than measured (2.8 eV) and the calculated

migration energies (2.2 and 2.4 eV) being somewhat greater than measured

(1.6 eV).

The deviation from stoichiometry In CoO is larger than in NiO, wi "

x i 10- 2 at a = 1 (24]. Consequently interactions between defects Are
02

more important and there is general agreement that tho tingly charged

vacancy is dominant but both V ' and V oaek nigniftcantCo Co
contributions under appropriate conditions. Diec:kmann f251 has ifnalv,.-

data for 5o' x and c in terms of such a defect model and the re.il!:

parameters are given in Table 2. These parameters are physically

acceptable in that the association enthalpies are small And neg-at

(% - 0.3 eV) and the migration enthalpy is Independent of the etf,.,ti,,

charge of the vacancy. The main question which is inre-olved t-

whether more extensive associated defects are forme' At !arge Ieo! !i

from stoichiometry. Some evidence for this 7m. from fIr t- , ,



conductivity measurements by Petot-Ervas at &1 1261. They found that at

a 0  -. 1, no %. 0.3 (whereas the maximum allowed by Diockmannsa model is

no UP 0.25) and suggested that charged clusters of defeett may be

responsible for this behaviour.

Deviation from et-ichiometry in MnO co- reach treater levelb than

in CoO (x = 10-1 at 13000C). Recently Keller and Diecksav- (271 havu

masured x for MnO and analysed these result. and Kn tracer diffusion

measurements in term of manganese vacancies with effective charges 2. 1

and 0. Their defe-t parameters are sumarised in Table 2 (tiocel A).

They indicate that doubly charged and neutral vacancies are dominant

with only a small contribution from singly charged vacancies. The

formation enthalpies of the dominant defects are negative reflecting the

experimental observation that increasing T at constant & 0 causes the

deviation from stoichiometry to decrease. However, the relative

magnitudes of h f for the three vacancy type, are difficult to accept; in

particular it would sees that the interactivn between V :. and h is

repulsive but attractive between V nand h. Keller and Diecknann also

offer an alte~native fit to the data (model 3) In which only V~,'' andh

are allowed, but the interactions between the. are tre'Ated in the

Debye-HUckel approximation. This is also unsatisfactory since the

theory is only valid for lower defect concentrations sri, in order to

fit the data, a thermally activated dielectric constant was necossarv

An alternative explanation (21, 281 is that larger deofect clitsters are.

dominant at high a0 .2' ltot and Gerdanian 1291 hav. comvpar-d tl-et

predictions of such a model with experimental data ror x And finI -in

evidence to support the idea of clusters (at loant frr x S t 1 ,

The defect parameters from their fit to the data are' AlS-' -;h-n in t

2. (The %alues tabulated are internal @-nergio- At OlK TA')'..

Their tabulated figures have been adjusted to the' nppropri t' % '

formation reaction as indicated in Appendix 2 of their pt p..

parameters are more plausible since h (decreases nsi the. hit R-

vacancy decreases as 4xpectpd. As pointed out 1,v K,,, Ic'r eni Il, o.v'

there is a direct proportionaliv tbetween 1) in d V 1 .1 gF
41n

tempeirature. This also srxiien Agsnnt the. formAt i I, ,f t



quantities of clusters. In MnO at low a0 2, where it is close to

utoichiooetry. it has been suggested that manganese interstitials are

dominant. The experiments of Keller and Dieckann are however not

consistent with this hypothesis and they conclude that the

stoichlometric composition, if it exists at all, must be very close to

the Mn/MnO phase boundary. The n-type conduction in MnO at low a is0O2

then attributable to electrons having much greater oobility than holes.

In FeO there is no doubt that defect clusters exist since they have

been identified by diffraction studies. Interaction between defects is

so strong that D is not related in any simple vay to x in this

material (14). Indeed, at 1000*C DFe is practically independent of x

(for 0.05 < x < 0.13). Thus although iron diffusion is believed to take

place by vacancies not bound in clusters, there is no satisfactory model

of diffusion and defects In FeO. The influence of the clusters on iron

diffusion in FeO is apparent not only in the unexplained relationship

between DFe and x, but also in the isotope effect for DFe' From such

measurements Chen and Peterson [361 deduce that the correlation factor,*

f, for DFe is only about half that for diffusion in the fcc lattice by

an isolated vacancy mechanism. They also find similarly low valuts of f*

for D in MnO [371. Whilst this suagests that defect clusters miy be
tin

formed in MnO, the very different relationship bccween D and x in the

two oxides implies that the similarity in f may bA fc-tuitous.

Calculations of h for cation vacancy migratton in all these oxidesU

have been carried out and are -oapared with experirent in Fig 4 The

agreement is good for MnO (as it is for tgO which is also shown', but is

poor for NiO and CoO.

4.2 Oxygen self diffusion

In recent yearr there have been several studies of oxygen s-.If

diffusion in these four oxides and Arrhenius plots of L at cnstant,xy

a (except for reO which is for constant LO,/CO ratio) ire prpsentei in
0 2

!o-



Fig S. The aneral trends in the magnitude of Dox and its activation

energy are as would be expected from the relative mlting temperatures

of the oxides. The data of Yamaguchi and Someno (311 for CoO have an

activation energy of 3.0 eV which is significantly lower than the 4.5 eV

reported by Routbort and Rothman [321. In view of the magnitude of

D for CoO %hen compared to that for NiO and MnO (Fig 5) it seemsa17

reasonable to conclude that the higher activation energy is the correct

one for CoO.

The point defects by vhich oxygen diffuses in these oxides have yet

to be confidently identified. Measurements of D0 in CoO have beenoxy
reported by Clause at al [341 and are reproduiced in Fig 6. The

vea-shaped curve indicates that at high a 0  oxygen interstitials are

responsible for oxygen diffusion and at low a02, vacancies. Clauss St

al suggest that the most likely defects are uncharged interstitials and

doubly charged vacancies.

*

Dubois et al [351 measured D ox in NiO at two values of a0 over a
2 *

range of temperature. They found that decreasing SO2 gave a lover Doxy

at the higher temperatures (% 15000C), but had little effect at lover

temperature (% 1300*C). They suggest that an uncharged interstitial

could be the diffusing defect at high temperature and a doubly charged

vacancy at low tempetature. If this is the case the activation energy

for D by the interstitial mechani3m has to be greater than that foroxy
the vacancy mechanism.

Data for D ox in FeO as a function of are2 e shown in Fig 6. Again

these suggest diffusion by en interstitial oxygen defect, but since the

behaviour of the maiority defects in FeO is still obscure it is

dangerous to draw any conclusions at this stage.

Although oxygei. interstitials are implicated in the experimental

evidence, their presence is at first sight surpiising for a large .on in

a close-packed sublattice. Nevertheless, calculations of the formation

-



and migration energies of oxygen defects [4, 22, 231 tend to support

their role in oxygen diffusion. The calculations suggest that Dox,
vould have an activation energy of about 9 eV for a vacancy mechanism

and 5 - 6 eV for an interstitialcy mechanism. This latter value is in

good agreement with the experimental value of 5.6 eV [-0), but the

higher activation energy calculated for the vacancy mechanism is not

consistent vith the suggested interpretation of the oxygen activity

dependence [351.

4.3 Behaviour of impurities

The behaviour of impurities in oxides is of interest both as

dopants influencing self diffusion or as diffusing species themselves.

Several studies of both types have been reported in the rocksalt

oxides; particularly CoO and NiO.

The influence of an impurity on self diffusion depends on the site

it adopts (substitutional or interstitial), its charge and how strongly

it interacts with native point defects. It is not straightforward to be

sure which charge state of a transition metal impurity will be the

stable one in a transition metal oxide. Stoneham and Sangster (381 have

studied this question from the theoretical viewpoint. By comparing

ionisation energies of the bare ions they conclude that holes should be

preferentially attracted from Ni to divalent Cr, 1n, Fe and Co ions in

NiO, but only to Cr and Fe from Co in CoO. However, in both oxides none

of these impurities is capable of reaching the 3+ charge state by

creating a conduction band electron (e.g. Ni +). The attraction between

impurity and hole is such that dilute Cr and Fe impurities in CoO could

be in 3+ zharge state whereas Ni and Mn in CoO should be in the 2+

charge state. If stabilisation of the 3+ charge state is strong enough

then impurity concentrations greater than the native hole concentratior

will tend to form charge-compensating cation vacancies and have a

relatively large effe:t on self diffusion of the host cation.

Experiments tend to support these ideas. For example, Co doping of Nil

does not have much effect on Ni diffusion [391 which is consistent with

Co
2+ 

being predominant. In Al-doped NIO, Al3+ is stable which causes in

appreciable increase in [VNi] (and hence DNi (201) and chromium hpliav,;

- 12 -



similarly indicating Cr3  [40). Measurements of DCo and in Fe-doped

CoO [411, however, suggest that Fe is present as both Fe and Fe3 ;

their ratio depending an a . Studies of diffusion in doped oxidesO2

enable an estimate to be made of the enthalpy of association, AhA,

between the impurity and the point defects responsible for diffusion.

Values of AhA deduced In this way for impurities associating with

vacancies in NiO are - 1.2 eV for Al and - 0.6 eV for Cr [20). Some

calculated values for association are given in Table 3. For Al3+ the

association energy is negative as expected for the coulombic attraction

between defects having opposite effective charge, but is considerably

smaller in magnitude than the experimental value.

The diffusion of impurity tracers themselves (at sufficiently low

concentration not to influence the native point defect concentrations)

can be extremely complicated. If the impurity diffuses by the same

point defect (say a vacancy) as the host, the ratio of their tracer

diffusion coefficients is given by [42]

D 2 '2  f2.. _ ... exp (- h/kT) (9)
D* W0 fo

00

provided that IAhAl is small enough. In this equation the subscript 2

denotes the impurity and w2 is the jump frequency of an impurity/vacancy

exchange. The correlation factor for the impurity, f2' is a complicated

function of all the jump frequencies in the vicinity of tho impurity.
w

It is approximately bounded by f2 (min) when w2 > w and I(ax)

1 when w2 << Wo .

Tracer diffusion coefficients for a range of cation impurities in

CoO and NiO have been reported by Hoshino and Peterson [431 and Monty

(14]. In general, the results show a trend in which small ions diffuse

more slowly than large ones an,! have larger aeLivAtion energies for D2.
2+

(There are exceptions, however, such as Ca whic, is 1aige and diffuses

slowly). Theoretical estimates of the activation energy of w2 (Table 3)

do not reproduce this trend for divalent impurity ions. In particular,

13 -



particular, the measured activation energy of D for Fe and Mn in NiO is
*2

about 0.7 eV lover than of DNi, which is not expected from Table 3.

Indeed, it is difficult to envisage such low activation energies for any

divalent ions. This is because even if the Impurity jump v2 is very

fast the limiting value of f2 is approximately W0 /w2 and hence D 2/D 0 ih

the limiting value exp (- AhA/kT). Physically, this corresponds to the

impurity repeatedly exchanging with the same vacancy. A low activation

energy can thus only occur if Ah A is appreciable ard negative (in this

case abouc - 0.7 eV). This could be explained if Fe and Mn are present

as trivalent ions in NiO, which would be consistent with theoretical

predictions at low concentrations (by capture of a hole).

5. Fe-O, (magnetite)

Magnetite at low temperature (below 575°C) has the inverse spinel

structure. The structure is formed by the cubic close packing of oxygen

ions as in the rocksalt structure. However, in the rocksalt structure

the cations only occupy the octahedrally co-ordinuted interstices

between the oxygen ions whereas, in the spinel structure, they are

distributed over both octahedral and tetrahedral sites. In magnetite

Fe3  ions occupy tetrahedral sites and the octahedral sites are occupied

half by Fe3  and half by Fe2 + . Above the Curie temperature the charge

distribution of the Fe ions becomes more random i.e. Fe
2 + ions occupy

some of the tetrahedral sites.

The properties of magnetite have been invesigated extensively by

Dieckmann and colleagues. Studies of deviation 'rnm stoichiometry

(conventionally written Fe3 -x04) have revealed that at high a0 2 Fe

vacancies are dominant and at low a interstitials e-- dominant [44;.
0 2

The stoichiometric point is approximately midway in the stabilli-- field

of Fe304* At thb stoichiometric composition the uisorder is of thT

cation Frenkel type, but is considerably more complicate' becguse of th.!

different cation sites and the charge state disorder. Dieckmann fourj

that at the stoichicmetric composition the defect concentration doos not

have simple Arrhenius behaviour but has an activatio energy 0. (V for

T below 13000C and 2.5 eV for T above 130C'C. Lew~s et al 1 ha
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calculated the energies to form defects in Fe 304 and conclude that

cation vacancies and interstitials are preferentially on the octabd:al

sites. From their calculations they deduce that the activation energy

for Frankel disorder is 3 eV. This is such greater than the 0.9 eV

observed at low temperature (where the beat agreement would be

expected). Furthermore, the calculations cannot account for the non

Arrhenius behaviour (which experiment shows has its origin in the

interstitial contribution).

The tracer self diffusion of iron t uagnet'te as a function of a0

reflects the expected contributions of "iacancies and interstitials at

high and low a respectively (461. Both Co and Cr tracer diffusion
02

coefficients [471 show a similar dependence on a0 to D which

indicates that Co and Cr (and therefore probably Fe) diffuse by an

interstitialcy mechanism at low a This is supported by measurements
*02

of isotope effect for DF. as a function of so2 [48]. Dieckmann [24] has

also reported values for the diffusion coefficients of the vacancies and

interstitials derived both from chemical diffusion and D and x. Ris
Fe

results are reproduced in Fig 7 which -!early illustrate that both the

interstitial and vacancy have non-Arrhanius behaviour. At the lowest

tem"ratures the migration enthalpies are about 0.7 eV for the vacancy

and 2.0 eV for the interstitial. The correspinding estimates of Levis

et al [451 are 1.60 eV for the va-,aaicy and 0.92 for thn interstitial

neither of which are in good agreement with experime ,t.

6. FO203 (hematite) and Cr 223 (chromite)

Both these oxides have the corundum structure in which the oxygen

ions are arranged in almost hexagonal close packing with the ttivalent

metal ions situated in two thirds of the octahedrally co-ordinated

interstices. In both oxides the nature of the dominant Fint defocts :s

not yet clearly established.

6.1 F 2 3

There is general agreement that Fe203 is oxygen ('eficLent (Y"



and that the dominant defects must be either oxygen vacancies or iron

interatitials. There is also general agreement that at high

temperatures re203 is an Intrinaic electronic semiconductor with a

thermal band Sap of about 2eV. This is based on the observation that

the electrical conductivity ts independent of [o 2491 and there is

strong optical absorptiom at 2.1 eV 1501.

Recent masurements of Dro parallel to the c direction at a0 a I

are sumnarised in Fig 6. The results are in reasonably good agreement

at high temperatures and the activation energy is 6.0 *V. Nevertheless,

the difference between the two sets of results from Hoshino and Peterson

[52, 53) are significant since they were performed on crystals from

different sources. Chang and Wagner (491 and Hoshino and Peterson (2,*

53J measured DFe as a function of a0 . All igree that the exponent n

is negative indicating that iron interstitials are responsible for

diffusion. However, the value of nD is not well established. Chang and

Wagner found nD w - 0.7 and Roshino and Peterson (531 measured the same

value for crystals from the same source, but the actual magnitudes of

Dwere about ten tiiee greater. Crystals from a different source 1521

gave lover values of 3Fe and no * - 0.4. The simplest "del Involving

ire3  interstitial ions predicts n . - 0.75, in good agreement vith the

first set of experiments. In the sew crystals Hoshino and Peterson

found DCo > DFe C Dcr > Dy, but all had similar values of .D" As in
Fe 3 04 , this indicates that they all diffuse by an interstitialcy

mechanism rather than direct interstitial jumps and this is again

supported by the isotope effect measurements 152).

The break in the Arrhsnius rlot of DFe at about 900*C observed hv

Atkinson and Taylor [511 (Fig 8) is also seen in aeasurements of

electrical conductivity. The most likely explanation of thin b'eha:'',T

is that below 900°C these crystals are extrinsic p-tvomi-rn,'

with divalent cation impurities as acceptors.
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In conclusion, although there are some inconsistencies in the

experimental data, the meet likely defect picture is that at high

temperatures and oxygen pressures Fe 203 is an intrinsic semiconductor

with oxygen vacancies as majority ionic defects and iron interstitials

as minority ionic defects. Iron diffuses by an interstitialcy

mechanism. At low temperatures behaviour is dominated by divalent

cation impurities compensated by electron holes.

6.2 Cr 3

In contrast with Fe203, Cr2 03 appears to be cation deficient at

a - 1 (i.e. Cr2 x 03) with chromium vacancies being the dominant ionic

defects. The strongest evidence for this comes from measurements of x

in Cr2 03 (as coarse powder) as a function of a0  at 100C by Greskovich
2 3 ~-402

[541. He found that x (typically about 10 at this temperature)
3,

increases with increasing a 0 with an exponent n = 0.12. If VC,

02 x r
compensated by electron holes, is responsible for deviation from

stoichiometry then n would be expected to be 0.188 as also would n and

nD (for DC). (It u.' is the dominant detect then nx  n. 0.167 and

nD 0.50).

Studies of electronic conductivity on sintered material however, do

not support thia simple view. Matsui and Naito (55) report that n (at

high a0 ) decreases with increasing temperature; being 0.08 at 10000 Ca2

mud 0.05 at 11000C. Similar experiments by Nagai et al (56] confirmed

this effect, with n decreasing from 0.13 at 600
0C te 0.04 at 120C*C.

These observations suggest at first sight that Cr 203 1% tending towArk%

being an intrinsic semiconductor at the higher temperature.

Furthermore, Matsui and Naito also observed a change of sign in na at

low a 0 which indicates that n-type behaviour is dominant under these

conditions. This could be explained by a variety of different

mechanisms e.g. higher mobility of electrons than holes (as in KnO), a
3' 3.

change in point defects from say V to Cr , or a change in valency fCr toC i or hne nvenyf

an impurity.

17 -
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The change from p-type conduction at high a0  to n-typt at low a0O2 O2

was confirmed by thermoelectric power measurements on siztored Cr2 03 by

Young *t al (57, 56). They also revealed an important experimental

difficulty which may account for some of the apparently irreconcilable

observations which have been made on this material. They found that

conversion between n and p-type material was not equally facile in both

directions. In particular, the p to n transition is severely hindered

kinetically at temperatures below 1500oC (Fig 9). They also argue that

the magnitude of the thermoelectric power and the activation energy of a

at high temperature in the p-type region (1.8 eV) can only be explained

if the thermal band gap in Cr203 is larger than 3.6 eV.

There have also been several studies of electrical conductivity in

doped intered Cr2 03* For example Huang et al [59] studied Li-doped

Cr203 at temperatures between 815 and 1100*C. They found that a was

independent of a0 (n a 0) at high ao2 and n. = 0.25 at low aO0. This

is consistent with p type behaviour in the doped material and a p to n

transition in undoped Cr203. (At low a02 na in T-i doped Cr203 is

expected to be 0.25 if either Cr3 - or V is dominant in pure C" 0

Therefore these experiments cannot be used to differentiate between the

two possible defects).

Studies of DCr in Cr2 03 are not easily interpreted bearing in mind

this rather confused picture of electrical properties. The most recent

data are shown in Fig 10. These diffusion coefficients are very much

lower than those reported earlier (see ref 3). They are believPd to be

more reliable than earlier measurements because of improved technique;

and materials and because at 1100°C they are in good agreement w:th D

estimated from x and chemical diffusion [54). At high a0  at -h
0 2

15706C and 11000C the dependence of 
0Cr on a0 2 is close to that .xp~cted

for diffusion by V3 For low a at l1000C and 1300 0 C there :- anVCr - 02

Indication of diffusion by chromium Interstitials, but the evid-nce is

not strong. In fact the rather strange behavioLr at high ao 'i: l130CC
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in Fig 10 strongly suggests that equilibration between the gas and the

solid is unreliable.

At the present time it seems that Cr2 03 is not an intrinsic

semiconductor as originally supposed, but has a band gap of at least

3.6 eV. It is p-type at high a O due to the formation of chromium

vacancies (and holes) and n-type at low a0  due to chromiuma2

interstitials (and electrons). There are severe experimental problems

in this system the most serious of which is the unreliable equilibration

with the gas phase. The activation energy for Cr diffusion in the

p-type region at constant a 0 is about 6.0 eV (61].

7. Cu 0 (cuprite)

Cuprous oxide is a copper deficient p-type semiconductor (Cu2 -x 0)

with defect properties very similar to those of the rocksalt oxides,

although it has a very different crystal structure. Experimental data

are available for x, a, DCu and D oxy. Simple defect models predict nx

and nD (for Cu) should be 0.125 for singly charged copper vacancies and

0.25 for neutral vacancies (and n, - 0.125). In common with the other

oxides the experimental values fall between the two extremes with n

depending on both a and T. Data for Dcu and 10000 C are shown in

Fig 11 [621 and indicate that V ' is the dominant defect with a
Cu

contribution from Vu at high aO. Peterson and Wiley [621 have fitted

all the data to a defect model involving the two copper vacancies and

singly charged oxygen interstitials. The oxygen interstitials are

invoked to account for the observation that n# > 0.125 at high aO0 and

* 2
are consistent with the effect of a02 on Dory observed by Perinet et al

(63] and also shown in Fig 11. The point defect parameters from

Peterson and Wiley's fit to the experimental data are summarised in

Table 4. Equal enthalpies of motion for the two charge states of the

vacancy are expected (as discussed earlier for the other oxides) but

equal enthalpies of formation are not, since this means the binding

energy between the vacancy and the hole is negligible. According to

Table 4 the binding between the vacancy and the hole is entirelv due tn

19-



entropy changes. Thus although these parameters describe the

experimental data, their validity is questionable. Ochin et al [64]

have suggested that the formation of divacancies (Vcu Vc)' at high a02

and copper Interstitials at low a 0 can account for their electrical

2*

conductivity data. Nowever, the measurements of DCu show no indication

of a substantial contribution fro copper interstitials and there is no

other evidence to support the existence of divacancies.

8. Diffusion along grain boundaries and dislocations

The subject of fast diffusion along grain boundaries and

dislocations has been reviewed in recent articles by Atkinson [65, 66]

and Atkinson and Le Claire [67]. The most comprehensive data are for

NiO and these are su marised in Fig 12 compared with diffusion in the

bulk lattice. The diffusion of both Ni and 0 are greatly enhanced in

grain boundaries and dislocations compared with corresponding lattice

diffusion. The width of the region of enhanced diffusivity has been

shown [68, 69] to be only about 10 A and both dislocation and grain

boundary diffusion of Ni in NiO depend on a 0 in a similar way to

lattice diffusion. This suggests that grain boundary and dislocation

diffusion take place by a similar mechanism to lattice diffusion; in

this case by nickel vacancies which segregate to the extended defects

from the lattice. This similarity is reinforced y studies of impurity

diffusion in NiO grain boundaries [71] for whicb similar trends to

lattice diffusion have been found. Atomistic simulations of the

structure and diffusive properties of dislocations (72] and grain

boundaries [22] support this viev. Duffy and Tasker [221 have made a

detailed theoretical study of grain boundaries and their properties in

NiO [221. Their calculations for a range of boundary misorientations

predict that the activation energy for DNi in the boundary should be

between 0.5 and 0.8 of that in the lattice. The experimental value of

this ratio in polycrystalline material (and therefore covering a range

of boundery types) is 0.70. The corresponding ratio for oxygen

diffusion (assuming an interstitialcy mechanism) is 0.45 from hlTh

calculations and experiment. The agreement -.tween thpoiv i

experiment on this basis is therefore very encouraging (although t!

20 -
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absolute values of activation energies and defect parameters are not in

such good accord; see section 4.1).

9. Concluding remarks

Perhaps the moat striking general feature to emerge from

considering this group of oxides Is that simple defect models (i.e. with

a sing1r pair of charge-compensating defects for each oxide) are not

appropriate other than an a first order approximation. The approach

that most workers have taken to solve this problem has been to allow

more defect types in the model; particularly those in which the prlme

defect traps an electronic carrier. It appears that this is not

necessarily a fruitful route to follow too far for two reasons. The

first is that the deviation from the simple models, although

significant, are often quite small and are apparent mainly at extremes

of the experimental conditions (e.g. high T and low a ). The fittinge2

of more complicated models to the experimental data is therefore

unreliable and, as we have seen, often leads to -arametera describing

the defects which appear physically unreasonabl-j. The second problem in

this approach La that the defect models still rely on the use of

concentrations rather than thermodynamic activities in the mass-action

equations. In this approximaticn strong short-range interactions

between defects (such as the trapping of a hole at a vacancy) can be

included by introducing an associated defect, but longer range screening

interactions are ignored. At low defect concentrations these long range

interactions can be described by the Debye-HUckel theory and although

the effects are small they are nevertheless significant. For example

Wagner (731 estimates that when x a 10-3 in Cu 2x0 at 10006C the

activity coefficient of each defect (Vcu or h) is reduced from unity

(ideal non-interacting solution) to about 0.5. However, the

introduction of screening interactions in the Debye-HUckel approximation

cannot of itself account for all the observed deviations from si~ple

defect mdels in these oxides as is evident, for example, from such Ar

attempt appli d to NnO (27J. In oxides with relatively large dnte.-,

concentrations (> 10 . 2 ) the Debye-flckel approximation (i - r',ri-

the defects as being distributed in A dielectric conttnutumJ s 

justifiable. For such cases theoretical treatments have heen

- 21 -
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developed (741, but are not convenient for analysing experimental data.

Nevertheless, until some attempt is made to include deviations from

ideality, the more complicated defect models, and some of their derived

parameters, should not be taken too seriously.

Another general feature which emerges is the rather poor level of

areement between point defect parameters derived from experiment and

those from calculations. Even bearing in mind the problems already

referred to asociated with assuming ideal thermodynamic activities for

the defects, the level of agreement between experiment and theory is

nowhere near as good as found in the alkali halides. This is

particularly evident In h for vacancy - cation jumps and binding

energies in the rocksalt oxides (Fig 4 and Table 3). It would appear

that there are still significant processes specific to the transition

metal oxides which the calculations are not yet taking into account.

(The most rec9nt calculations of Harding and Tarentc reported in this

volume have already resolved some of the discrepancies.) Nevertheless.

the calculations are invaluable even at a semi- quantitative level since

they point to trends, or rule out defect processes with highly

unfavourable energy barriers.

On the experimental side, the quality of data and level of

understanding for diffusion and defects on the cation sublattice is far

superior to that of the anion sublattice. This is because the anion

defects can only be studied by diffusion and these experiments are very

difficult. Nevertheless, interest is building in this area and the

situation is likely to improve considerably. Even the cation defects

are not established and understood in the important oxides Fe20 and

Cr203. The question of larger defect clusters in oxides other than FeC

is still open. The indirect evidence for their existence is approclablp

only in lnO and direct observations are necessary to settle this

question.

Finally, in the case of impurity diffusion it is interesting tc

note that the order of their diffusivities is almost independent t

matrix through which they are diffifng Fn .. X Am 1, ",

fast diffuser and Cr always a slow diffuser

- 22
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Table 1

Detect Parameters for TIOZ

Foration reaction 0 _ k hfT, ) v)

T102 - Tb1
4 " + 4.' + 02 37.9 10.67 0.68

T102 - Ti1 3" + 3e' + 02  24.9 9.24 0.68

JTLO2 -0 V, " 4 2s' * 0 2 - - 2.9



Table 2

Experimtal defect parameters for NiO, CoO and KnO

Source Defect* *r/ h_

(a) NiO0

Peterson and Wiley VNi" 1.6 3.69 0.59

model A (17) VNI -2.3 1.82 2.10

Paterson and Wiley V Ni" 1.6 3.69 1.32
Nimodel B [171] YNi -2.3 1.82 1.60

Koel and Gellings [181 VNi" -5.0 2.81 1.60

+ Atkinson et &l. (201 VNI' -3.2 1.73 1.60

Farhi and Petot-Ervas (191 V Ni" - 2.9 -

VNi* - 1.5 -

(b) CoO

Dieckmann (251 -5.0 1.55 1.41

V C. -3.2 0.0 1.41

V x -4.1 0.27 1.41Co

Petot-Ervan et &l. (261 V ' -2.1 0.79 -
C.

(c) KnO

Keller and Dieckmann Vrn -1S.1 -0.94 1.73

Model A [24J VMn -3.7 ') 14 1.7'!

V x -5.) -0.6I 1 71Mn

Idem. Model B VM" -13. -n Rh •

Tetot and Gerdanian [291 Vhn -6.4

V fn ' I h ', 4

Mn

The formation reaction for a defect is l., n ,

- ) -



Table 3

Calculated Point defect enerli. (*V) for MI0

(a) 1I vacancies in 410

j 02 .4 V 2 h' + O0x  2.2 (ref. 4), 1.5 (ref. 22)

VNi* . VNi' -0.53 (ref. 21)

V 1" Nijx Jump 2.2 (ref. 4), 2.4 (ref. 22),
2.4 (ref. 23)

(b) Impurities in N1O (ref. 4)

Impurity Impurity + vacancy Impurity/vacancy
associated pair

mg 2 4 -0.07 2.43

Ca2  -0.25 2.35
mn2 -0.12 2.43

Fe2+ 0.04 2.31
Co2 + 0.06 2.28
A13 + -0.41 (-;.2 expt) 3.53



I I n'i I | . . ... . . . . .. . .. ,,- ---

Table 4

Point defect parameters for C-621

Formation reactior ofLk hf h
- 7!-V) 1'ev)

* 02 - VC + o0x -2.5 1.28 0.42

02 V" -+ O0 5.4 1.28 0.42

02 " 0 t f -1.66 1.37 0.84
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Tracer diffusion in Ti0 2 at 1100C
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Tracer diffuswon of Co. Fe. Ti and Sc parallel to the c direction in TiO, as a function of a, x
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deftects respectively (refs 6. 12 and 13)



Schematic representation of impurity

diffusion in Ti02
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Schematic diagram indicating how fast diffusion of cerlain impurities alonq 1i1 c lire,' 

probably occurs by a mixture of interstitialcy and dtrecl interstitial lumps



Activation energy for cation vacancy motion
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0* in rocksalt structure oxidesOXY
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D q in FeO and CoO
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Diflfusion of Fe vacancies and intersitiial&
in F*30,&
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Fe In Fe.O 3 (c-axis) at a0281
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Thermoelectric power of sintered Cr2 03
(Young et ol.1986)
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0* in CrCr r203
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Self diffusion in Cu2 0
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TRACER DIFFUSION IN NiO
T(OC)

a, ~ ~ a(d I for NI and 0.2 for 0(rs.6.an70


